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Rail Operations Controllers Activities
QICO’s Internal Review Results:

Refining ROCC processes and ensuring compliance will improve system
safety and operational efficiency.
QICO’s review identified and noted several Wins and Areas for
Improvement:
 Sampled Rail Operations Control Center (ROCC) Controller training

certifications are current.
 Observed consistent use of Foul-Time Checklists by ROCC Controllers.
 Previous lessons learned from incidents have been effectively

implemented.
• Actions resulting from ROCC quality control checks are not consistently
monitored or completed.
• Although specific areas for foul-time are communicated and
acknowledged correctly, practices for blanket speed restriction
announcements and response are inconsistent with requirements
specified in the Permanent Order.
• ROCC management does not consistently log key personnel during
incidents as required by the standard operating procedure (SOP).
• Despite being trained on updated radio protocols, ROCC Controllers
are not consistently practicing all requirements outlined in the
Permanent Order.
Required Actions:
- QICO-ROC-17-01: Introduce a process to continuously follow-up on
the corrective actions driven by ROCC Quality Control Checklists to
ensure ROCC controller performance is maintained and remedial
actions are undertaken, including steps to ensure 100% compliance
with Permanent Order T-16-10.
(Risk Rating: Low)
- QICO-ROC-17-02: Evaluate the practicality of Permanent Order T-1610 as currently written, with regards to acknowledgement of blanket
announcements for speed restrictions, and implement a solution that
is effective and sustainable.

(Risk Rating: Moderate)
- QICO-ROC-17-03: ROCC establish methods to adhere to SOP #1A,
1A.5.1.3.5, during roadway incidents. This should include any
interdepartmental coordination that may be required to ensure
accurate accounting of personnel during incidents.

(Risk Rating: Elevated)
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